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About This Game

Story

After being locked in a witch’s mansion for three years, she’s finally ready to make her escape ― by force.

Now she must return to her village and save her brother.

Her name is Claudia.
In order to save her brother from a deadly poison, she is left with no choice but to succumb to the teachings of the most

powerful witch of all.

Escape from the witch’s mansion!

This is a strategic escape game.
 Use “Mana Reinforcement” and “Magic Potions” to power Claudia up and make your way through the 30 stages of the witch’s

mansion to escape to freedom.
There are five possible endings to the game, each of which requires specific conditions to be filled. Will you be able to make it

out of the mansion safely and achieve the best ending possible?!

Mana Reinforcement
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Consumes MP obtained by defeating enemies and enhances various character statuses
Pay close attention to the state of battle and utilize the most effective power-ups.

The “Magic Potions” described below can be used to dramatically increase these effects.

Magic Potions

Claudia must fulfill various conditions to regain her memories, which allow her to use “Magic Potions” in accordance with said
memories.

Effects include everything from those which increase the effects of status enhancers, to those which give Claudia the ability to
unleash special attacks.

Additionally, decoding the regained memories will also allow you to figure out what exactly is behind Claudia’s predicament and
her dramatic escape.

Developer's Voice
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This game tells the backstory of Claudia, a girl from our original work "Magic Potion Stories", set 12 years before this and the
game "Magic Potion Explorer."

As you can see, it has an atmosphere drastically different to our other works.
While the atmosphere has changed, the gameplay follows and improves on the Magic Potion Explorer experience.

That is based on the rewarding feeling of as beating enemies and growing more powerful.
You can play leisurely for the feel-good elements, or you can aim to reach the limits of growth and record completion time.

You can try to piece together Claudia's memories revealed in fragments of text to uncover the truth.
There are many ways to enjoy the game and we hope you have a great experience!
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Runbow is an addicting, fun and very very colourful game. I'll say that.

ALSO WHY DO I LOVE THE MUSIC SO MUCH. Own all the 8-bit RTS games in the series, very happy with this
game/purchase, each new game that comes out adds to the dynamic of playing with more factions (you can play with the
factions in the game (s) you buy against all the available factions online. Very happy to support a great game by a great
developer! -- Keep 'em coming Petroglyph!. bandage is new fetish for me now. killed an hour wasnt that hard. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kfeFUdF0hwQ

Not being able to move is odd. Other than that, it's sort-of like Downwell and a Shmup had a demonic baby, that baby built a
car, and then sold the car to Doomguy.

Also, in that video, I get rank #15 in THE WORLD. So y'know. I know what I'm doing.. Worth the price of admission.
getting aids is way more entertaining than this game <3. First "UNREAL TOURNAMENT" in VR

Sad thing there are not many players.
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I really liked this game.

I don't often write game reviews, so I'll do my best to keep this to the point and not ramble on too much. Or at the very least,
keep it organized.

STORY: There is clearly a -lot- of stuff going on in this story, and in an episodic game, obviously you're going to be left with a
lot of loose ends after just the first chapter. I'm a bit of a completionist and a fast reader, so I was perfectly happy to track down
and read every single note and diary in the game, and it didn't break the flow for me at all, but those who lost patience with
games such as Amnesia in this regard might not be so keen. I don't mind feeling confused about a game's story as long as the
mystery is actually compelling and not just a bunch of random run-of-the-mill spooky bull, and for me, it definitely is
compelling. The main draw for me isn't the history behind the creepy going-ons, though-- let's face it, it's pretty much all been
done and it's nothing against the game when I say I don't expect much there -- but the dynamic of the four main characters and
learning more about their stories. In the under two hours it took me to finish this episode, I actually felt a little emotionally
invested in the characters' fates, which isn't a familiar feeling for me when it comes to horror games.

GAMEPLAY: I'll be honest -- I almost quit at the very first confrontation, because I got myself killed just about twenty times in
a row; and the last checkpoint was directly -before- a non-skippable cutscene. It was ridiculous. BUT stay with me. Yes, it can
be tricky at first being chased around the map because a) your camera is all over the place man it does not just follow right
behind you and b) it's hella dark and you know in horror movies how when they're running they always look back and trip on
something yeah this will basically literally happen because there are bushes everywhere so you'll be running and your camera
will flip the ♥♥♥♥ out and next thing you know you're careening into a bush and then you're dead. but hey if you look at it that
way, it just adds to the challenge, right? also, your character is asthmatic, which means if you overuse sprint, he'll have an attack
and literally just be unable to move. this is actually a detail I really like, because while lots of horror games have the exhaustion
mechanic, this one actually comes up with a good explanation for why your character has the stamina of a two year old (among
the sleep also had a good explantion in that your character was in fact a two year old).

After all the practice of that first confrontation, though, and realizing that the little glowy blue things are places you can hide
(thanks for the heads up, game, I should have known that the proper thing to do when running for my life was stop and
investigate shiny stuff by the side of the road ) the rest of the game was perfectly playable.

SCARINESS: Let's keep it real here; horror games are my favorite thing in the world, but I'm an enormous wussy. I wouldn't
play them if I wasn't in it for a good rush though. With that said, for me, this game had a really nice balance in this department.
There are areas where you feel constantly vulnerable, areas where you feel pretty safe (a nice relief from constant tension) and
areas where you really have no idea what's going on and isn't that so much worse. There was a good atmosphere throughout and
a refreshing variety of different types of creepy, none of which were particularly jump-scarey -- another plus. It was satisfyingly
scary / creepy without being cripplingly so. I felt nervous, tense, and sometimes downright on-edge, but not uncomfortably
stressed.

ADVICE FOR NEW PLAYERS: You can hide in the blue glowy spots. The little glowy insignias on the wall in some places
allow you to save. There's a map in the D4's cabin that you can take. As you find hiding spots, visit cabins, and find dead ends,
they will be marked on there. Super useful. Also, you can't run when you're holding your lighter.

TLDR; Overall, an interesting storyline with a lot of depth and detail. Good soundtrack, pleasant art and atmosphere in general.
Under-instructive in spots, but I prefer that to games that don't let you think at all. A casually fun challenge level, moderately
scary, and mechanics that were definitely imperfect but not enough to detract from the overall experience. Not a game for
everyone, but one that I personally loved, and would pay to see a second installment of.. awesome game I love it. 3 levels for
$9.99? Great concept but really should be a demo for $9.99. More gem shape combinations and special combos generating
special gems would be a great enhancement.

Not worth the money.. I am mixed on the game, the graphics are certainly a step up from the orginal game. The game seems a
bit slanted towards the monsters, so when overwhelmed you have to use various strategies so that you are not overwhelmed by
the dungeons forces. Where I get nailed is when everything is going smoothly and you get ambushed, and then overwhelmed and
there is nothing you can do. This game is brutal at times, but it is Warhammer. I do wish there was an ability to heal other than
when you go up a level, else you live with your injuries for awhile. Fun game, has some balance issues, but all and all for 20$ I
have no complaints.. Fun game,but the achievements stucked at 35 and not working for me.. PROS
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 - Nice(ish) graphics

CONS
 - extremely limited gameplaywise. No free movement, objects are available in a scripted order, no "free will" of choice, no
puzzles, the game even opens your inventory when you need to use an item (and you can only try to use items then, so no way of
failure)
 - the whole game is about collecting pages and keys
 - the player have no voice when talking, only some gurgle when dieing
 - many logical inconsistencies, e.g. use of Oujia table to talk to ghosts who all keep talking to you in the standard way anyway
 - cheap, exptectable jumpscares
 - stupid chase scenes where you can "scare them away" with your lamp (WTF?)
 - too much walking animation, many times illogically coming after each other

Overall
It's a horror-themed, very limited walking simulator with some "chase scenes" here and there, the story is the usual "haunted
house with cellar which is a place of evil things", literally nothing new.

I got it as part of a bundle, I was hoping for the size (2GB) to be good. Well, gameplay-wise it's rubbish.. Ah, Pandamonium.
Before this was gifted to me recently on Steam, I could vaguely remember playing this while on holiday, and staying at my big
brother's house. I had stayed up until the small hours of the night to try and finish this, which was not allowed at that young age!

Alas, I never finished it, even though I remember having so much fun, and thinking how radically new it was. 3D graphics?
Whoa!

But, after playing it again, it has reinforced why some games just have to remain in your memories. As nostalgic as it was to
open it up again, and see what the world was like; it fell way short of how I used to feel about it.

Unfortunately, Pandamonium does not have that classic appeal, such as the likes of Crash Bandicoot or Spyro.

Farewell Pandamonium, and off to my memories you go. Hopefully I forget you the second time around..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Dev Blog #132 - Fight or Flight:
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Fight or flight is what we have been implementing with our animals, what is their threshold on when to fight or run away? It’s
what we are trying to figure out. This week we have also been working on a running animation for our lion, warrior formation
and we have a new recruit in our midst.

Read all about it on our dev blog[eatcreatesleep.net].. V1.0.2 Update:
We have just uploaded a minor update that fixes the should fix the following issues:

Both Windows/Mac

- Manually targetting in BMP2
- Keyboard shortcut when safeteam deploys with less than 4 marines
- Added SAVE CAREER button within the options screen.

Note: The game actually auto-saves your career (after any action is performed, ie; buy/selling) when switching between any of
the 4 main game sections and also when tapping the next game day button from tactical map, but based on your useful user
feedback adding an obvious save button made perfect sense.

Mac

- Technical downloading issue is now resolved. Steam as well as our own personal Mac account have tested and Mac version of
the game will now download correctly.

- Orange pop up when tapping option button, entering Duty Roster
. Summary of Updates Since Release:
Adapt or Perish has seen many significant improvements since release:

 Increased unit intelligence by adding "Overkill" consideration

 Additional late game challenges beyond just stronger enemies (more aggressive AI & more varied enemy unit
generation)
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 Virtual Reality improvements, like SteamVR keyboard integration & UI hiding

 Sight recalculation, so units better utilize the exact sight value paid for

 Important balancing & exploit patches

 Bugfixes

Want to chat about Adapt or Perish, new development projects & previous games? Come join the Phr00t's Software Discord @ 
https://discord.gg/gqZRTkk. Fear Effect Sedna premiere date!:

The premiere date of Fear Effect Sedna is finally known! The game will be released on 6 March 2018 on PC, PlayStation 4,
Xbox One and Nintendo Switch!
In 3 weeks, you'll be able to join the mercenary squad to discover myths from the Inuit people, and fight creatures from the
spirit realm.

Visit Fear Effect Sedna and add it to your Wishlist to be up to date with latest news:

 http://store.steampowered.com/app/546900/Fear_Effect_Sedna/. Release date moved to 27th May 2015:
Hello Vortex Attack players,

We need to work in the game a little bit more so we postponed the game 4 weeks.
We also have been working very hard to lower the min specs fixing some bugs that made the game run slower than it should.

As we develop new features we need to re-test all the new bits and check if old ones break. So 4 extra weeks seems to be a fair
amount of time to have a very polished super playable fun game. I just hope we don't have to postpone it any longer. We want to
release the game as soon as possible.

Till release date we will be releasing a few versions to be played by you guys.
We need more feedback. We are using it all to make a better game.
Don't be shy, help us!
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Thanks!. A new update released.:
1. Now you can move map in non-suspended state by pressing W,S,A,D key while holding Shift key.

2. Resource harvesting efficiency has been greatly improved and tempo of the fight also has been markedly accelerated.

1. 现在可以在非暂停状态下，在按住Shift键的同时按W、S、A、D键移动地图。

2. 资源的采集效率显著提高，战斗节奏也明显加快。. ENIGMATIS 3, GRIM LEGENDS 3 AND EVENTIDE 2 ARTBOOK &
SOUNDTRACK NOW AVAILABLE!:
A must have for all Artifex Mundi fans! If you enjoyed Enigmatis 3, Grim Legends 3 or Eventide 2 you definitely should check
out this exclusive content. Each 80- page long digital artbook in English contains some never before seen art and insights from
game designers about the creative process behind each title. All this while enjoying each artbook than the original game
soundtrack that comes with each DLC 

http://store.steampowered.com/app/720400/Enigmatis_3_The_Shadow_of_Karkhala__Artbook__Soundtrack/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/715150/Grim_Legends_3_The_Dark_City__Artbook__Soundtrack/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/709300/Eventide_2_Sorcerers_Mirror__Artbook__Soundtrack/. Oxygen Not Included
Roadmap:
Originally posted by Bigfoot on the official forums.[forums.kleientertainment.com]

Hello everyone!

With the release of our latest major update and moving on to the next one coming on October 5, I thought it would be a good
time to talk about the roadmap for the game.

The Outbreak Upgrade was a bit rough. Given the feedback, it was clear that we misbalanced the early game difficulty of
disease, and we worked hard to identify that and improve things as soon as possible. Additionally, while we agree that a new
system was not the most requested feature in the game, we felt strongly that we needed to bite the bullet and work on building
out the base systems before digging deeper into those systems.

At its core, Oxygen Not Included is about building a thriving colony on an unforgiving asteroid. The game is a huge simulation,
with tons of layers that are constantly being simulated at all times. The interaction of these systems is both what creates
challenges for the players and the opportunities to exploit it.

In order for us to build such a system, it requires that we build a solid foundation to work on. With the latest update, we believe
the core systems are now in place, and are now building deeper into the tech tree. 

The following is a broad view of what you can expect as we fill out the rest of the game:

More variety in the world
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